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CT

The purpose of this investigation
construct a laboratory

was to design and

size eleotrolytic

cell in which to

reduoe alumina, using the same basic materials
used in a commercial

that are

size cell.

The cell was designed to have a capacity of approximately 100 grams of met 1*-1c aluminum produced
The cell was const ucted

90

every 8 hours.

it could be operated contlnously.

It was cone uded that the design and construction
adequate,

since alumina

ments could be made.

was

as reduced, although ma.ny improve-

INTRO Due TIO'N

In 1886, CharI s
discovered

almost

artln Hall and Paul L. T. Heroult
and yet lndlv'ldually

slmul taneously

a

method ot producing metallic aluminum by eleotrolysis.
This invention oonsist d of th
lyt

discovery of a fused electro-

which would dissolve substantial

quantities

so that the latt r could be electrochemically
without

electrolyte,

r asonably 10

decomposed

solvent.l)

aff cting th

Th

of alumina,

which was molten

oryolite, has a

melting point, a IGwer specifio gravity

metallic aluminum which allows th

aluminum

than

to settle below

the fue d el ctrolyte and thus be protected by it, and a
10

operating voltage.

contributed

Anoth r important

to this process was the el ctrlc dynamo to

SUpply current

for electrolysis.

The obj ct ,of this investigation
construct a laboratory
using the
cial slz
b

invention which

size cell in which to reduo

ame basic materials

that

oells in op ration today.

cone rned with the electrolytic

prebaked ano

is to design and

are used in th

alumina,
commer-

This investigation

will

cell which employs a

, rath r th n the self-baking

Soderburg anode

syat m.
Th

d sir d cap olty of the partioular

electrolytic

c 11 in question

ot m tallic aluminum prod c d

1)

Al m nu

d ar

J.

Indu t y,

.a.,

,

F.

laboratory

1s approximately

siz

100 grams

v ry 8 bourA at 100 p r cent

C. Frc

1~

30)
-1-

z.

CJeffrl~D:

The

current efficiency.
Th

cell 1s constructed

can be operated
cell may serv

with meohanical

intermittently

over a period

a useful purpose;

the various problems

features

encountered

so it

of years.

This

future tests may be run on
in the reduction

of alumina.

Since 1886, when the first alumina was reduced in a
fused electrolyte
numerous

small

process.

by electrolysls,

electro ytic cells oonstructed
reference

Although

c 118 has been
been unable

found in th

by

literature,

bas d on the actual

in 1886.

commercial

size oe11.

cell becaus

1s not necessary

which

Ther for,

of this cell will be pr1marly

multiple anode system, and the probable
source,

has

of the cells other

Th

ences will be the use of a single electrode,

.heating

to repeat this

this writer

all and Heroult

eeign and construction

been

to several of these laboratory

to find an actual description

than tho e invented
the

there have undoubtedly

of the high amperage

basic

differ-

rather than the

use of a external

.

in a commercia.1 size

passed

through

the molten

bath.
In reference
this cell, the

r tor may vary the composition

th t constitute

materials
properties
produces

0

to the flture tests that may be run with

of the materials
1s quite

The amount

important

the molten

bath.

The various

and th

effect

eaoh material

to the

of each m t rl 1 in th

freat on the over- 11 properties
The

0

r tor m

diff rent composition

y

of the

a Luml num reduc tlon

process.

cell

by its

of the bath.

also experiment
and methods

2-

is determined

with oarbon anodes of

for baking

such anodes.

The same will be true for carbon linings.

In connection

with the lining, the determination of better methods of
installat10n

can be made, and whioh

bett r service and longer llfe.

linings

wi1]. give

Under consideration may

be a lining which is rammed and then baked, or a lining
which consists

ot prebaked

car-bon blocks

cemented

in place

by a mixture of tar, pitch, and ground coke.
Also of interest

111 be the chemistry of the reduction

of alumina, which can include a study of "anode effect".
The slgnlflgance of this investigation
construction
provide
problems

of a laboratory

1s that the

size electrolytic

cell will

the apparatus to study some of the aforementioned
ncountered in the reduction of alumina.
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DESIGN FACTORS
Voltage
to produce

requirements;

metallic

The total voltage neoessary

aluminum

is presented

by the following

equation:
Etotal::

Ed composition

+ ErR

+ Eovervoltage

+ Econtact

+ Epolar~

wher
Etotal

• total voltage

Edeoom osition - decomposition

voltage

EIR

--

voltage drop across bath.

Eovervol ta.g

=

oxygen overvoltage

Epolar

polarization

Econtact

=

The fundamental reaction

voltage

voltage

aoross oonnections

in the electrolytic

product-

ion of aluminum 1s:
A1203 - 2Al + 3/202
In practice this reaction
of carbon electrodes
anod

is complicated by the use

which re ot with oxygen formed at the

in either or both of the following

The minimum
alumina.

e

ways:

3/2 C + 3/202 = 3/2002

(2)

30 + 3/202 = 3CO

(3)

theoretical voltage

to mol ten aluminum

c lcul ted by

(1)

reauired to reduce

and gas eous oxygen has been

an and Brown 2)

who have based their

calcul tlons on equ tlon (1) shown above.

2) Ne an, A. B. and G. G. Brown, Minimum Voltages to
educe luminum Oxide, ndustrlal and En~lneerlng Chemistry,
(8 pt. 1 30)

4-

For any given t mperature
t1F = lili

- Tb.S

and therefore at 2980K
T~S

=

~F298

Substituting

298 x (13.64 + 73.55 - 12.8). 22,168 calories
376,670 - 22,168

=

354,502 oalories

this value,
6FT = 354,502

- JT

~SdT

298

it only remains

to lntergrate the ~S

VB.

T ourve graphically

to get a series of values of ~F for the reaction, as a
function of temperature.
Absolute Entropy,
Temp. oK

S

2Al

LlF

298

73.55

13.64

12.80

354,502

1223

89.49

43.84

49.83

285,500

The minimum deoomposi tlon

may be oalculated,

vol ta,ge

Bit

any tempera.tur

by use of the relation
E

=

-6F/nF

=

285,500 cal./6

=

2.06 volts

The amount of energy required,

x 23,07~ _c~al~.

_
volt equlv.

from a voltage point

.

of view, for the decomposition

of alumina in a electrolytic

cell using platinum electrodes

is 2.06 volts.

of a carbon anode in plaoe of a platinum
results in a decoIDDositlon
rod

Ne

anode in the cell

of alumina in terms of an eleet-

which aotually contributes

to the process.

The presence

a certain amount of energy

an and Bro n3) have calculated

the

3) ewman, A. B. and G. G. Brown, Minimum Voltages to
duce Aluminum 0 ld , Industrial and Eng1neer1ng Chemistry,
(8 pt. 1930)
-5...

minimum theoretical voltage to reduce alumina by carbon
at 12230K, yielding liquid aluminum and the equil1brium
mixture of oarbon monox1de and carbon dioxide, by first
(1) and reaction (2),

adding reaction

=

A1203

2Al + 3/2°

2

3/2C + 3/202

=

A1203 + 3/2C

=

and then adding reaction
A1203

3/2 CO2
2Al + 3/2C02

(1) and reaction

(4)

(3) as follows:

2Al + 3/2°2

=

30 + 3/202

300
A1203 + 3C • 2Al + 300

(5)

They found the free energy change at 12230K for reactions
(4) and (5) to average 131,079 calories.
-E

~F

131,079
6 x 23,074

F

The carbon aids the deoomposition
a net energy requi~ement

- 0.947 volt

of alumina and results in

of 0.947 volts.

The voltage drop due to the resistance

of the bath 1s .

oalculated as follows:

E - IR
E
I x r x 1

=

A

here
I

=

current

r

=

resistiv1ty

of the bath

1 - anode - cathode distance
A
Th

=

area of active anode surface

area of act1 e anode surface 1s the area of the bottom

of th

nod.

The anode - oathode distance is the distanoe

~6-

from the bottom of the anode to the metal pad which serves
as th

oathode.

This diets.nc

is

shorter

than the distance

from the anode to the side of the oell so that the ourrent
will pass from the bottom of the anode.

The resistivity

of the bath, containing 4 per cent alumina in the standard
1.5 ratio of NaF/AIF3'
cub

at 9800e 1s 0.210 ohms per inch

.4)
The overvoltage

is th

d1fference

between the voltage

at whioh oxygen is evolved on a platinized

electrode,

voltage at which it 1s evolved on the electrode
Therefore,

the oxygen overvoltage

and the

in question.

of the electrolytic

reduct-

ion of alumina 1s included in the 2.06 volts calculated by
ewnlan and Brown as the minimum

voltage

to reduce

alumina.

The contact voltage is the sum of voltage drops at
the

VariOlS

joints and connections,

the

clamp to rod drop,

the

such as the clamp drop,

rod to s tub drop,

and the

stub

to carbon drop.
The total voltage neoessary
the range from 4.5 to 7.0 volts.

to reduce alumina is in
If good power eff10iency

is to be malnt 1ned it 1s therefore desirous to keep a 10
volt ge across th

cell.
Volts
1000

Am

The theorlt1cal

yield

x Hour-s

of the cell

- K.W.H.
is calculated

as

rolla s:
gms. of Al

-

amper s x time x no. of equlv.
Faraday's const nt

there ore, it 1s deslr ble to have as high a curr nt density

4)

aia r

lUl1nu

Chenioal Corporation

-7-

Upward changes

as permiss ble.

in current density cause

cell voltages
etficiences

and contact losses to rise, while energy
are lowered.5)
In practice, the current den-

sities, cell voltages,
as to maintain

and thermal insulation are so adjusted

the cell at the proper working

Commercial cells have operated with current
to 50,000

amper

8,

temperature.
of from 8,000

maintaining current densities of from

3 to 13 amps per square inch of act~ve anode surface.
The heating requirements

of a furnace or process are

obtained by co putlng all the items of heat supply and heat
loss and balancing one against the other.

The heat balanc

for an al m1num cell 1s a oomplex subject.

The energy

supplied to the reduction cell is the total eleotrical
energy sup lied to the cell in unit time expressed in
kilowatts.

Not all the voltage across the cell help. to

heat the pot.

Only the IR drop due to the resistance

the bath supplies heat.

Ther

such as the heat required

are numerous

of

sources of loss,

to warm the ore, th

·heat lost in

the gases and the heat taken out with the metal, heat lost
y radiation

and conveotion

anode connections,

from the bath oruet, anodes,

and cell or pot superstructure.

The pots are steel boxes about 19 feet long, 6t fe t
e, and 3 feet in de the

Next to the steel shell 1

layer of· insulation, usually

a

1203 separated from the lining

prop r by a shield of plywood or steel.

The lining 1s of

co e an

size and mixed with

nthracit

a binder of p1tch.

5)

ntel,

groun

to

suitable

The current is ta en out of the lining

C. L., Ind str1 1 Electrochemistry,
-8

(1950)

by means

of col ectors.

in diameter

bedded

are steel bars

into the lining

insulation and shel.
connected

Collectors

by copper

and extending

21

inches

through

the

The outer ends of the collectors ar
straps

to the ring bus and thence

to th

anode clamp arm of the next pot.
The anodes
11 inches.

are oarbon

blocks

There are 24 anodes

is led into the anodes
clamp arm and bolted

through

14 inches by 18 inches by

used per pot.
copper

In manufacturing
petroleum
rather

bars clamped

to a flat face on a round

1s set in the carbon by pouring

which

coke because

to the

steel stub

cast iron around

anodes, it 1s necessary

coke or pitch

The current

it.

to use calcined

of minimum

ash content,

than fo ndry coke.

The ore 1s add d to the pot from a trough located
the pot.

The bath orust is broken

the pot by a long steel rod which

and the ore stirred
is manipu

above

in

ated by hand.

The m tal is tapp d trom the pot by a 81 han into a large
ladle

from which the metal

1s poured

-9-

and

08.S~,.

APPLICATION OF DESIGN FACTORS
The voltage requirements
to reduce

alumina will

for a small electrolytic

be approximately

cell

the same as those

requ1red by a oommercial size cell, with the exception of
the IR drop across the bath.
lim1 t the number

As the current density will

of amperes across

the oell,

size cell will carry a low amperage.

a. laboratory

Also reduced will

I

be the anode - cathode distance and the area of active
anode surface, used in caloulating the resistance of the
bath.
As has been previously stated, the desired capacity
of the particular laboratory size electrolytic cell in
question is approximately 100 grams of metallic alum~num
produced every 8 hours at 100 per cent current efficiency.
100 gms. of AI.

amperes

- am~eres

x 281800 sec

x 27!_3

96,500

=

100 x 96a500 x 3
28,800 x 27

--

37.23 amperes

Selecting 10 amps per square 1nch as the current density,
it would require an active anode surface area, in round
figures, of 4 square inches.
bath can now be calculated

The 'voltage drop across the

rlth varying ~node - cathode

distances.
E

=

IR

=

40 amperes x R

=

0.210 ohms p r in. 3 x length

h r

4 In.2

-10-

Values

for Rand

E

r1th varying

ode - cathode distance:

anode - cathode dlstano

R

.25 inches

0.0131

0.5240 volts

.375

It

0.0197

0.7880

.50

'I

0.0262

1.0480

"

.625

"

0.0328

1.3120

"

0.0394

1.6760

..

It

0.0459

1.8360

"

"

0.0525

2.1000

It

.75
• 875

1.00
It

o an be estimated

reduc

E

that

the total

voltage

nece aaar-y

aluminum 1n a laboratory size electrolytic

is approxl ately 5 volts.
Etotal

=

Edecomposltlon

to

cell

This 1s shown as tollows:

+EIR +Eovervoltage

+Epola.r•• Econtaet

where
Edecomposltlon

=

2.06 volts

ErR

=
=

2.10

Eo ervolt ge

It

"

-1.113

=

unknown

Econtact

=

2.00 volts (estimated)

Etotal

=

5.047 volts

po l.ar-a aa t Lon

The heat balance for the cell 1s presented as
I2R. + Ext rn lly Supplied Heat
An B.ctual

cell

heat

b 1 nee calculs.t1on

as not carried

n m rous source
mentioned,

out.

for

of heat loss, whioh

of

Heat Losses
the design

of this

This w s not done because

ould ha e to hav

he t conductivity

=

been

the

ere previously

est1 ated.

Also, the

ny of the oonstr ctlonal materials

-11

could not be found.

externally

amount

estimate

square

anode

a rectangular
a Circular

the external

of insulation

The geometry

of the necessary

heat could have been made in order to

supplied

more acourately
proper

An approximation

heat needed plus the

for the cell.

of the design

is based

on the use of a

rather than a round anode.

easily obtained

steel box would be more

one of the desired

The anodes,

be greater
cavity

1

Aluminum

from the Kaiser

long reotangular

prebaked

measure 2 inches by 2 inches 1n cross section.
anoe to the carbon

than

dimensions.

hich were obtained

& Chemioal Corp., are

It was felt that

carbons that
As

the dist-

on the sides of the cell needs

lining

than the anode - cathode

distance,

to

the cell

was desi ned to be 5 inches by 5 inches.

This allows

inch e from the side of the anode to the side of the cavity_

The carbon

to allo
kno n.
collee
which

lining

was estimated

for the corrosive
The lining
or

inches

be at least

thiok,

action of the ba.th which 1s an un-

from the bottom

late 1s 4

should

to at least be 2 inches

thl0.

of the cell cavity
The collector

the area of the active

to the

plate,

anode surface

a.rea was selected to be 22 inches by 3t inches due to ava11bi lty of mater ale
of an inch th1c

The collector

, and 1s set in the bottom

hlch enc ses the linin.
of an inch in thickne
the box are 9
eros

seotion

plate

The steel used

s; therefore,

inches by

is steel and is 3/4
of the steel box
for the box is 1/8

the outside

dimensions

of

inches by 9i inches

in height.

A

dea ram of the bo

1s shown

1~

in Figure

I.

This inner box, which was just described,

1s set in

.

the center of a lar~er rectangular steel box which contains
the external

heating source and insulation.

1s based on the external

heating

coils

that were available.

There were four separate coils, primarily
small muffle
design.

designed

for a

rna.ce, which see~ed to fit the needs of this

f

The coils are set in a refractory

t

of which are lot inches by 4 inches by
being

The d~slgn

loi inches by 5 inches by

t

inch.

material,

two

inch, the other two
In order

to get

.as even heat distribution as possible the colls of the
ssme 8_ze are placed opposite from each other.
The amount

of insulation

necessary

between the heating

coils and the sides of the larger rectangular

steel box

was guessed at because of the failure to ca,lculate a heat
bal nee.

Bet een the heating

coil and the side of the box

1s 4 and 1/8 inches of insulation.
The mechanical

features

of this design

included

a

method of suspending the anode in the cell cavity and
drawing

the current from the col-ector plate.

important mechanioal
of tapping

feature

the cell.

siphon method,

to be considered

ather than using

it was decided

Also an
1s the method

the customary

to mount the cell' on a stand

from which the cell could be rotated to a tipped position and
thus pour the metal.
These

echanloal

in the section

This neoessitated

features

dealing

a pouring

will be discussed

with the constr

-13-

trough.

in more detail

etlon of the cell.
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CONSTRUCTION
The actual construction

of this laboratory

lytic cell was begun by obtain1ng

constructlen

size electro-

the steel plates for the

of the rectangular boxes.

The plates were

obtained in the desired dimensions and welded together with
an electric arc welder to form the boxes.
The smaller inner box was centered in the larger container and a hole 5/8 of an inch in diameter was drilled
through the bottom of the two boxes.

The purpose of these

holes 1s to be able to insert a cooper rod,

t inch in dia-

meter, with which to draw the current from the colleotor plate.
The collector plate was tapped

the copper rod threaded so

and

that the rod 1s screwed into the plat •
With the collector plate centered in the bottom of the
inner

box,

it

W~lS

then a t t emped to line

the box with lining

mix which was obtained from the Kaiser Aluminum & Chemioal
Corp.

The lining

mix was heated

un t i.L slightly

viscous

17% pitch by weight was added to aot as a binder.

and

This mix-

ture was rammed into the steel container as tightly as possible
by hand.

wooden form was used to mold the cavity_

The out-

side of the box was coated with a refractory paint, which 1s
used on high chrome steels.

The box was then placed

in a gas

fired muffle furnace and paoked with coke to give a reduoing
a.tmo phere.
ap rox1mately

The furnace

was then heated

10000C., as estimated

to a temper .ture

of

with an optical pyrom-

meter, to bake out the volatile matter.

The purpose of

the refraotory paint was to protect the steel from oxidation.

16-

The results

of this bak1ng

The refractory

procedur

paint peeled

off and apparently

tect the steel •. The carbon
of the cavity

without

1nder.

mix showed

together

paint

was patched,

the pitch

lining

the addition

muffle and heate

shrinkage

this time using

the lining

heating

enough

of pitch.

than b fore

a better

egree.

mix

of the

binder

to hold

The refraotory

The box was then pla.ced in the
the 8~me temperature

On this run, the· lining

shrin}age

and part

of the cavity.

to approximately

run.

did not pro-

into the bottom

The previous

.gain ap lied.

the previous

showed

that it contained

without

s

T

lining

walls crumbled

The lining

were not sat1sfactory.

nd the walls held

The refractory

showed

less

their sh pe to

again peeled

paint

as on

It 1s important

to note here that in the second

box w s pac.ed

1

more coke to give a better

off.

run the
reducing

atmosphere.
The lining
baked,

figuring

be baked

as patched
that th

hen heating

third

time and was not pre-

small amount

of patohing

would

the cell up to temperature

for

o eratlon.
The larger
ing manner.

steel box was then insulated

The bottom

inch thickness

as

On to

s

of this
The heatln

c ttln

way

80

of the box was insulated

of sheet asbestos.

the bottom

inches

colIs

with a

Next, working

1 ced 6 inches

2t

in the follow-

0

insulation

from

brick.

of fireclay brick.

ere then fitted

e of the insulation

into place

brick.
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This

by

is sha n

in Figure
placed

2.

The heat·ng

along th

coils were connected

to terminals

outer edge of the larger box.

The wire

leading to and from each terminal plus the terminals themselves were cemented in place by a 1 inch thickness of
fireclay cement.

The he tlng coils were connected in series

at the terminals

as shown

in Figure 3.

The method of drawing the current from the collector
plate

has already

been explained.

One of the most import-

features of the cell is the suspension of

nt mechanical

the anode in the cell cavity.

The anode was tapped and

a oop er rod threaded and sorewed into the anode giving

as much contact area between
Oopper

the two as possible.

The

rod which 1s 5/8 inch in diameter extends up through

a 1 inch hole in a steel plate.
the steel plate by sheet asbestos
the rod.

The rod 1s insulated
which

The co p r rod is threaded

1s rolled

from

around

at the upper end so

that a nut, which is larger than the 1 inoh hole 1n the
steel plate and is insulated from the plate by fireclay
brio

, will

support

the

node.

The entire cell is mounted on a fra e for three reasons.
he first 1s th

t

the oe1_ must be suspended

off the floor

to allow clear nee for the copper rod extending out of the
bottom

of the cell from the collector plate.

reason

is

90

th t the eel

sides of the larger
long and 1

can be tapped.

steel box are welded

nch in diameter.

The second

On op oeite
iron pipe 2 inches

These two sections

of pipe

fit 1nto iron pi es 2 inches long and 2 inches 1n diameter

hlch are wel ed onto the frame.

Thus, the cell can b

18

o

r

H

o

rotate

or tipped and the metal poured,

31 inch handle

by means of a

which 1s welded onto the cell.

trough 1s of the same material

The pouring

as the carbon anode and is

set in the fireclay cement opposite from the handle and
the terminals to which the heating coils are connected.
The trough is banked on both sides by fireclay
extends
the sid

cement and

from the carbon l1ning of the inner shell over
of the outer shell.

frame is to support

is suspended.

the steel

The third reason for the
plate

from which the a.node

This plate 1s not secured to the frame so

it can be removed, as it would be necessary
anode from the cel

to remove the

cavity when pouring.

A better picture of the·mechanical
cell can be made by referring

features

of this

to Fl~ure 4 and Figure 5.
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OPERATION
The heating

colls were

line to test the amount
to the cell cavity.
was concluded

first

of heat

After

connected

that could be transmitted

several

that the maximum

runs of 24· hours,

temperature

cell cavity was approximately

7500C.,

optical

Following

these runs,

completely

volatilized.

pyrometer.

of the cell lining
again patohed

with lining

The heating
was suspended

in the

as read with an
the patched

part

The cell was

posedly

anodes

and the anode
one minute

Within

as if it were pitch.

Department.

attainable

coils were again oonnected

a.node had melted

A graphite

it

mix.

in the cell oavity.

prebaked

to a 220 volt

Therefore

the

the sup-

were not prebaked.

anode was then prooured

from the Metallurgy

It was cut to size in order

to fit the deSign

of the cell.
The cell was then repatched
pieces
After

of coke,

and the heating

a run of 18 hours

of the bottom
pended

the coke and ash were

until

it rested

connected

to the leads from a low voltage,

series

80

cuit.

The g nerator

showed

the t rmlnal

and the collector

a.s to read the number
was started

scraped

The copper

from the anode

P & H arc welder.

connected.

on the bottom

extending

current,

small

out

The anode was then sus-

This was to give a contact.

direct

with

coils were again

of the cell oavity.

in the cavity

caVity.

and packed

plate

of the

rods
were

high amperage,

A shunt was placed

of amperes

through

and the first

volt ge to be 6 volts

-23-

in

the cir-

reading

and the current

to be 80 amperes.
Small quantities of electrolyte were added to the
cell cavity.

The electrolyte was, by weight, 85% cryolite,

10% flourspar, and 5% alumina.

Also, 100 gram charges of

electrolyte, whioh was melted in a gas muffle furnace, were
added to the cell.

These charges, which were 3 in number,

solidified when added to the oell cavity.
After several hours of running the current through the
cell, the electrolyte became molten.
2

The anode was raised

an inch from the bottom of the oavity.

had been conneoted for 25 hours.
4 hours and 7 minutes.

The heating colIs

The cell was operated for

Table 1 lists the data taken during

this operation.
During the operation the pouring trough became separated from the cell lining and made pouring impossible.
Thus, when the cell was shut down the electrolyte was
alIa ed to freeze in the cav1ty.
Dr. Hames chipped out the frozen electrolyte and
discovered three small globules of aluminum metal about
the size of pin heads.

The frozen electrolyte was placed

in a large cruoible and melted in a gas muffle furnaoe.
The purpose of this was to discover if any metallic

.

alu inurn which might be dispersed in the electrolyte
would settle to the bottom of the crucible.

Cryolite was

added to the crucible to lower the density of the electrolyte and charcoal and coke were placed on top to prevent

any aluminum from oxidizing.
as no furthe

This proved unsuccessful

aluminum was discovered.
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TABLE 1
Time

Temperature*

4:30 P.M.

955°0.

"01 ts

Current

38

80 amps.

Comments
Eleotrolyte
Added

4:52

1010

40

72

u

5:05

937

50

60

II

5:20

1010

52

48

48

40

5:21
5:35

990

52

32

5:50

920

53

28

57

40

57

40

55

32

6:00
6:05

1025

6:20

Lowered
Amperage

Raised
Amperage

Electrolyte
Added

6:35

1003

54

32

6:50

1010

54

32

7:05

1046

54

32

54

24

7:06

Lowered
Amperage

7:20

980

54

24

7:35

975

53

22

800(anode)
7:44

Shut off
Heating Coils

7:50

955

54

22

8:00

975

54

22

8:10

955

54

21

8:20

910

56

20

8:35

970

57

20

8:37

Shut Down
* Temperatures

as rea

with an optical
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yrometer

CONCLUSIONS
As metallic aluminum
construction

was produced,

of this cell proved

, improvements

adequate,

many

although

could be made.
the oarbon lined inner box and the

The air gap between
heating

the design and

colIs

should be reduced,

A more satisfactory

carbon

as it acts as an insulator.

l1ning

could be obtained

1n the

inner box if it were baked slowly and in a more reducing
atmosphere
lining

than was used in this operation.

could be obtained

prebaked carbon block.
from the Victor

by maohining
A

Chemical

An even better

the cavity

out of a

rebaked carbon block was obtained
Co., but time did not permit

its

use.
An lrnportant faotor
tion

of the cell

it was exposed
immersed

was the oxidation
to the air.

The electrolyte

not collect
contained

limited

that the reason

the

the a.node was covered

the carbon

lining.

the aluminum

of flourspar.

metal did

Flourspar

eltlng pOint of the electrolyte,

by the fact that additions
to become

ince this cell obtained

1s

but 1s

over 10 per oent cause

as dense as metallic

aluminum.

tempera tur-es as h1gh as 1046°0.,

felt that the flourspar

to a maximum

that was

of the cell was that the electrolyte

too high a percentage

the electrolyte

it 1

and where

anode where

crust showed no noticeable consumption.

in the bottom

to reduce

the opera-

of t.he graphite

crust also protected

It is possible

during

The part of the anode

in the eleotrolyte

by the electrolyte

added

that was apparent

should be eliminated

of 5 per cent.
-26-
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